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About This Game

An old-school dungeon crawler with real-time combat.

The idea behind The Keep is very simple, to bring the essence and dark atmosphere of RPGs from the past for newcomers and
fans of the genre alike.

In The Keep you will embark on a quest to explore caves and mines filled with monsters to slain and puzzles to solve underneath
and surrounding tower of evil sorcerer. It won’t be easy, you will die. A lot!

Features

An old-school first-person dungeon crawler with a modern twist.

Exploring and puzzle solving—the caves and dungeons are full of surprises. There will be deadly traps, elaborate
mechanisms guarding secret passages, trapdoors and treasures with powerful weapons and supplies.

Real-time combat—a battle against enemies with a gesture based combat, but swiping horizontally or diagonally is not
enough. Defeating enemies means that you have to break their defences hitting the upper or lower body or focusing on
their head.

Every enemy requires different strategy and every weapon class offers unique combos.
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Rune magic—you can rearrange runes on a 5×4 board and then chain them together to cast powerful elemental magic
(Fire, Ice or Lightning). Runes are scarce but there are a lot of spells, so be careful to pick the right combinations.

3 difficulties. The Keep will offer something for newbies in the genre, seasoned adventurers and for those who like to
tackle with proper challenge—every difficulty level will have a Permadeath option.

Storyline

Many have been mesmerized by the blue depths of the Crystals. Those who tried to control them became their slaves. The weak
were killed and the strong broken. With ancient knowledge of magic rediscovered old terrors found their way into the Realm

and a new nefarious wizard came into being.

While the Council hides behind thick stone walls and ignores the Darkness sweeping across the Realm a young warrior comes to
face the wizard. He is certainly not the first one to do so...
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Enter the Keep as an unsung hero on a quest to destroy the nefarious wizard Watrys. Explore the subterranean depths in this first-
person dungeon crawler featuring real-time combat, a unique rune magic system, exploration, and puzzle solving. This game will
awaken memories of what made old-school RPG dungeons so much fun to play while you fight, hunt for hidden treasures, and

avoid deadly traps. Get to know your enemies, find their weaknesses, and crush them. Experiment with magic to discover
powerful spells. Only the strongest will survive.
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To defeat the seemingly undefeatable Watrys, you will need to level up your character and find powerful armor and weapons.

Do you have what it takes to stand against such evil?
Then don’t procrastinate and enter. The Keep awaits you...
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Title: The Keep
Genre: Indie, RPG
Developer:
CINEMAX, s.r.o.
Publisher:
CINEMAX, s.r.o.
Release Date: 16 Mar, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista/7/8/10

Processor: Single Core 1.6 GHz

Memory: 1024 MB RAM

Graphics: 3D graphics card supporting DirectX with 256 MB of memory

Storage: 480 MB available space

Sound Card: A compatible sound card

English,Czech,French,Italian,German,Hungarian
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Fabulous! puzzles are whacky and whimsical for the most part. artwork is a visual panolpy of joy. music to dream to.
i liked that the help button (esc. key) requires a little puzzle to open and that the help is not direct and overt. i liked the different
rhythms to the puzzles, some were quirky and easy, others were tedious, some goofy and fun, you get the idea. i liked that it
mirrored Leaves (I) somewhat but differed in key areas. Having felt the vibe of Leaves did help direct some of the reasoning
some of the puzzles seemed to require while other bits were neat and new - I found some solutions eloquent in that they
informed each other in novel ways.
Overall, most everything from Daedalic is exceptional in my experience. I enjoy the simplicity of game play, the fantastic visual
environment, and the variety or logic and reasoning required.
. A cute little village building game. You collect resources, assign your villagers jobs, & build different buildings to unlock
different abilities. Has a little bit of a Halloween type theme to it since your villagers are zombie-looking people and you wield
magic. Seems to be a tablet game come to the PC, but without all the annoying "wait 12 hours for this building to finish" stuff. I
cleared it in one sitting & it took about 4 1\/2 hours. Most of that time was sitting around waiting for resources. I don't think it is
worth the $4 price tag, but if you see it on sale, do pick it up because it was enjoyable, especially if you like games like this..
\u201cUS and THEM\u201d is Icehole\u2019s attempt at developing a turn based strategy game based on the Cold War. You
get to choose to play as either the Capitalist United States or Soviet Russia. Your goal is to deploy special agents to the various
countries around the world and, through various acts of subterfuge, sway their governments to your particular political
ideology(Communism if you\u2019re playing as Russia and Capitalism if you\u2019re playing as the US.) When your special
agents are deployed, they can perform a wide range of nefarious acts ranging from carrying out assassinations, stealing
technology, sabotaging a nation\u2019s economy and inciting revolts. Various historical \u201cheroes\u201d appear such as
Che Guevara and Henry Kissinger and each have their own unique special abilities to help their respective sides. The player has
to manage their financial income, vaguely defined \u201cresources\u201d and technological abilities. The game features a
decent tech tree featuring tools that make your agents more effective, the space race and nuclear arms development(no, you
don\u2019t get to actually use nukes at any point.) Grainy Cold War era propaganda videos add to the game\u2019s atmosphere
and serve as both your introduction to and reward for a game well played. Altogether, it makes for a very intriguing concept if
executed properly.

Unfortunately, it\u2019s in the execution where \u201cUS and THEM\u201d starts to fall apart. The game\u2019s major
problems stem from the user interface and some design choices range from questionable to downright horrible. For starters, the
world map that takes up more than half of the screen can be neither scrolled nor zoomed. In a game where your interaction
heavily relies on clicking various nations, this becomes a problem. While larger countries like Canada, the US and Russia are
easily accessible, smaller nations require pixel perfect accuracy to interact with. Try clicking on Cuba, Ireland or Hungary and
you\u2019ll find yourself maniacally clicking shades and outlines and a handful of visible pixels in the area of these countries in
vain hope that the game will acknowledge your actions. The developers attempted to reconcile this problem by including a drop
down menu with every nation listed, for quick and easy navigation. Unfortunately, the ONLY way to place units into nations is
by clicking the nation on the map.

The agents themselves pose problems as well. When you first try to get a grasp on the agents at your employ, you begin to
realize that this game desperately, desperately, desperately needs the implementation of tool tips(desperately.) Agents are
divided into 6 classes: Spies, Assassins and Political, Resource, Financial, Military and Tech Experts. They each perform duties
that are pretty self explanatory, but for any inexperienced player it\u2019s nearly impossible to distinguish the classes from each
other. When you view your roster of active agents, they\u2019re sorted by class. However, they\u2019re not labeled by name,
but rather solely by character portrait. While you can go to the purchase units screen and see the class\u2019s name that each
portrait represents, new players will need either amazing memories or a few hours of gameplay before they\u2019re positive
which are which.

On that same roster screen, you have the ability to \u201ctrain\u201d any agents not in a foreign country. To do this, you click
an oval to the right of the agent\u2019s name. So what happens when you click the oval? Does it get a check mark? Does it
display the words \u201cin training?\u201d Nope. The oval simply changes color from orange to green. Or was it green to
orange? Either way, you better remember which means \u201cin training\u201d because there is no other distinguishable way to
tell which agents at home are training. This again could all be fixed with a simple tool tip, but they simply don\u2019t exist.
Even better, the game SHOULD automatically have inactive agents at home go into training rather than just consuming a salary
every turn until you remember to do something with them.
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The most glaring problem with the interface happens every time you click \u201cend turn.\u201d First, you\u2019re met with
individual pop-up news boxes displaying all the actions your opponent took against nations under your control. That\u2019s
fine. That\u2019s important information. You need to know what areas your opponent is targeting so you can adjust your
strategy accordingly. What ISN\u2019T important information, however, also pops up. Bundled in between the important
information are morale updates for every agent you have deployed in a foreign nation. These updates go one of two ways: 1)
Your agent is having a \u201cgreat time\u201d in whatever luxurious nation you sent him or 2) Your agent protests having to be
stuck in some miserable place. As you play the game longer, you naturally end up having more and more agents in the field. As
things heat up, you can have upwards of 2-3 dozen agents working in foreign nations at any given time. A separate window will
pop up that you HAVE to click through for each.and.every.one. Each.and.every.turn. It\u2019s beyond monotonous and
incredibly unnecessary. To rub salt in the wound, you have the option of adjusting your \u201cnews\u201d settings.
Frustratingly, however, while you can turn off notifications for enemy actions, random events and the like, you can\u2019t do
anything about the morale updates. Apparently your opponents actions are trivial and optional information, but reading the same
more updates 20-30 times in a row is so absolutely vital that the option to turn them off isn\u2019t included.

There are other gripes to be had with \u201cUS and THEM\u201d, including but not limited to the inability to save your
preferences(they reset to default upon EVERY reboot), an almost intentionally inaccurate RNG(you\u2019ll find yourself
failing tasks that display a 75% + success rate far too often), nations randomly deciding to revolt on their own and failing(and
potentially killing every agent you have in that nation in the process), horribly implemented \u201cfeatures\u201d(such as the
ability to \u201cname\u201d your individual agents: Here, the game DOESN\u2019T turn off hotkey functions while you type,
so a plethora of letters can\u2019t be used, such as \u201cC\u201d and \u201cT\u201d) and certain \u201cheroes\u201d being
far, far too overpowered(for example, sending Che Guevara and a Political Expert into any enemy nation guarantees a revolt in
your favor in 2-3 turns.) Even these complaints seem trivial when compared to the final stab in the eye.

The game simply lags far, far too often. When playing other strategy games, it\u2019s acceptable if the game hangs up
momentarily from time to time. Games like Crusader Kings are processing actions of over a hundred AI\u2019s in real time, so
it\u2019s to be expected. Games like Civilizations V have comparatively advanced graphics including waving flags, hammering
workers and wavy oceans, so it\u2019s ok if it doesn\u2019t scroll as quickly as you\u2019d hope. However, when this game
lags, it\u2019s absolutely unforgivable. The game occasionally lags during routine clicking during YOUR turn. While this is
going on, the software has absolutely no other processing to do. There\u2019s only one AI and it\u2019s completely inactive
during your turn. There are no immediate effects of placing a unit, clicking the word \u201ccancel\u201d or any other user
operation that warrant any type of system hang up. The lag is reminiscent of what you see on an old computer system during a
windows update and it happens often enough that I\u2019ve found myself wondering if the program is doing something on my
computer in the background that I really don\u2019t want it doing. It\u2019s completely unacceptable.

The saddest part is that almost every one of these problems could be fixed with a decent patch. Don't expect one from this
developer though(look at their website, this game came out in 2010 with no updates.) So save your money.. Heavily derivative
but expertly put together. This is a Touhou fangame in all but name, and if that sounds just fine by you then you're in for a treat.
The patterns are fun, the music is great and the way the two tie into eachother adds a lot to the experience. Highly
recommended.. Good experience. About 10 mins or so with both maps. Looks good. Creepy with the Spider. Very good demo.
No motion controls as you have to keep both hands on the control keys of the keyboard and not lift them off. Good for the
money.. Well, I'm only after the first DLC content (Automata) and I must say the DLC is well-integrated into the story of WD
2. But then again it's nothing special. It is as if the creators deliberately decided to pick a couple of missions so that those can be
excluded from the main game and then later re-added as extra content.

"Bad Blood" for the 1st Watch Dogs was better in the sense that it included more missions, a new protagonist and an interesting
story that took place after the events of the main game. Personally, this is the DLC approach I prefer.

But hey! These new missions are just as fun as some of the ones included in the base game - in case the game is on sale your
best bet is to purchase the very edition that includes these extra DLC operations to get a full picture of WD 2.. A great casual
game; fun to play, fun to explore, fun to complete. The artwork is dazzling. Though the target audience may be on the younger
side based on the occasional "puzzle", it's quite enjoyable nonetheless by just about anyone. Highly recommended if you want to
just relax and collect cute little buddies to circle around you to create an all-destroying shield of doom. :D. If you are thinking of
the horrible experience that Adrift was then read this. This game is made for VR. The method of moving is either by grabbing
your surrounding objects and pulling yourself then you can also move around using thrusters mounted to your hands.
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After owning this game for two years now I finally got to make a playthrough, since my computer wasn't ready for it at the time.
Too bad my new one seems to not handle this so good either.

Aside from the technological issues I had. I really enjoyed being able to play a Deus Ex game again. It doesn't have so much
new stuff in it, but the old ones were solid enough for me.

The game offers you the things you expect, quick action (if you are going for a lethal playthrough), stealth sections (for the non-
lethal path), fully voiced characters (and this time everyone did a really good job! I didn't find any bad acting in this case
(english playthrough)), and a decision system which comes a little bit too short in my opinion.

The most positive thing for me was the dense atmosphere. The world of Deus Ex was always a fascinating one for me, and
Adam Jensen is a big part of it. It seems impossible to scare him or to really find him on a topic he isn't able to adapt to.
Corporate politics, drug dealer, red light districts or military operations , he is just able to prove himself whatever comes.

A little downside for me was the lack of consequences following the decisions you make and the rather small open world you
get, even still you get it large enough to fill several hours of exploring.

All in all very happy with this game and my playthrough (pacifist) in 15 hours playtime on "normal" difficulty.

. I highly recommend this game for people who:

- look for an entertaining game to play every once in a while
- love action filled racing games
- Enjoy trying many different weapon and ability combinations
- love to grind for the best score. \ud83c\udf83 T\u044f!cked not T\u044feated \ud83c\udf83 Video cleverly made to fool you
as Scary Death Train XP \ud83e\udd23NOPE\u2757\ufe0f Solve puzzle locks, use dart gun, balloons & confetti
\ud83e\udd23NOPE\u2757\ufe0f THAT IS NOT next level \ud83d\udca9 your pants\u2757\ufe0f Pfft

I thought I was getting a FACES OF DEATH Experience. Super Disappointed this was really a cute Zelda arcade style unlock
locks dart shooter, thingy to avoid a Train hit. Come On \ud83e\udd25 beyond misleading by DEV Team here. I don't mind it's
a shooter. I mind you tried to trick people what this really is.

Sincerely, NOT SCARED AT ALL \ud83e\udd25. The game is too short but I love the art style and the storytelling.
I think it good start. Now time to make the next game :). Like many other reviewers, I picked up this game because I enjoyed
Himalaya Studios' other adventure games (which are free to download) and wanted to support them. Though I don't like Al
Emmo as much as their free games, it's still pretty good quality and is decently long by adventure game standards.

The gameplay is what you'd expect from a Sierra-style adventure game. You walk around a large world full of many different
areas, collect items, talk to people, and solve puzzles. The game isn't as hard as the early 90s Sierra games (constant death won't
be an issue) but some of the puzzles weren't explained quite well enough for me to figure them out. I might just be bad at
puzzles, though, and your mileage may vary. The interface left a little to be desired-- to cycle through the different mouse icons,
you have to right click, and with the amount of icons there are, this gets annoying quickly. I would've liked the ability to use the
scroll wheel to cycle through them, but it's not too bad. I also wish the game better explained its controls-- you can double-click
to make Al Emmo run, but I didn't know that until the last few minutes of the game.

The graphics are a bit of a mixed bag in my opinion. Character animations are made using pre-rendered 3D models, which don't
look too great. On the other hand, the 2D assets are all quite good. The area backgrounds and comic-book style cutscenes in
particular stand out as exceedingly beautiful. These were all clearly meticulously crafted and it's really amazing and fun to walk
through the game's many areas. It's a little disappointing that they aren't a higher resolution, but with the game's budget, and the
fact that it was made with the AGS engine in 2006, I can understand why the decision was made.

The writing is also a mixed bag for me. Though the voices are pretty great, the writing is a little spotty. Sometimes the dialogue
comes off as awkward or unrealistic; if you've played Himalaya Studios' free King's Quest 2 remake, it's pretty similar to that
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level of quality. The script is, of course, intended to be mostly comedic with some light story to keep the game moving along.
The game's comedy relies a lot on sexual humor, which isn't really my style, but that's a matter of personal taste. A lot of the
humor also breaks the fourth wall, which can be funny, but also sometimes gets a bit too heavy handed and ends up being
awkward.

I've been saying a lot of negative, but there's a lot to love about the game too! Beyond the beautiful graphics, the game is
meticulously detailed. Since you can click just about anywhere, everything can be interacted with, and there are some fun (and
funny) combinations to find if you try to put your hands (or your items) in unorthodox places. There are a lot of unique
animations to find as well! Trying to click on everything is a must in this type of game. Hours of fun can be had seeing all the
game has to offer!

Overall, Al Emmo is a decent-to-good game. It's not the best when it comes to this style of adventure game, but it's certainly
worth the price. If you enjoy Himalaya Studios' free games, I'd highly recommend this.
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